
Our over 25 years experience in all fields of intra- and 
warehouse logistic was the basis for the  development of 
the new generation of our user-friendly RELAG-System® 
for intra-logistic. 
 
The RELAG-System® can run on different platforms such 
as Linux, Unix, Windows 2000, Windows XP. The database 
can be Oracle and is based on modern and powerful 
technology. 
 

RELAG-System® - LVS 
The ultimate software-standard for  intra-logistic and all rack-types 

The Internet capability of RELAG reduces the installation 
cost and thereby facilitates worldwide access and control of 
your warehouse. Your data are available on every site of 
your enterprise.  
 
Our software is independent of any  specific industrial sector 
and usable in a wide range of  applications, however it can 
be customized via branch- and enterprise-specific demands. 
The clear layout and the modular design are basis for this 
flexibility. 
 
Standard rack-types are pre-customized and can be 
adapted in the configuration mode either by our service 
department or your administrator. The connection of radio 
frequency devices is as well possible as is the integration of 
automated transport and high bay racks. 
 
By means of the client administration the RELAG-System® 
can be adjusted individually for every user. Special functions 
can be activated or locked. This way warehouse cost and 
pallet movement cost can be easily attributed to a specific 
user. 
 



 

RELAG-System® - LVS 
The ultimate software-standard for  intra-logistic and all rack-types 

Additional options are brought about by a versatiel report 
generator  which enables you to adapt documents, labels 
and listings or create new forms according to your 
demands. 
 
Our RELAG-System® 4i can be used in different 
languages. New user-languages  are based on a set 
translated interface information. This is important especially 
for the radio module which often is used by multilingual 
employees.  
 
The structure of your intra-logistic   system including the 
rack allocation is stored in your RELAG-System®. The 
actual  situation can be graphically visualized. You can 
move virtually through your 3D-warehouse. 
 
WebCams can be integrated into RELAG and you can 
supervise critical locations via your control center. 
 

Error or alarm messages can automatically be transferred to 
a specific user via email or SMS. This feature facilitates the 
supervision and administration of your intra-logistic 
processes. 
 
With the material flow control system you can check the 
material flow and the status of the transport and rack 
equipment. Further modules of our RELAG-System® like 
picking or fork lift control are available for use in your 
application 

Management of transport units 

Overview of the warehouse-occupancy 


